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ABOUT US?
KNOW

ACTING | VOCAL TRAINING | THEATRE DANCE



ACTING

R700 pm

TRAINING

We at TA-DA! Theatre Arts and
Drama Academy offer you the
opportunity to make your
dreams a reality. Boosting
confidence & self-esteem,
giving you a step ahead, not
only in the entertainment
industry, but also in everyday
life. We focus on various
elements of the acting craft,
working with 6 different
modules, you can be certain
that you will be Stage and TV
ready in no time.

the best possible training in the following fields;
Theatre Acting, Camera Acting, Radio Training, Voice Acting, Confidence
Enhancement, Presenting, Miming and on request, prep for related competitions.

Our main goal is to get our students

O
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Once-off registration R500.
Registration secures your spot.
Monthly flat rate. One class per week
is compulsory.
Group Acting Class R700 (60min, per
class)
Individual Acting classes are charged
R250 per 30mins

The monthly fee is payable in the
beginning of every month, with the
months classes to follow.

Our course consist of two
shows per year. Our Mid-

Year Production is
designed to teach students
about filming and camera
acting. Each class writes

and directs their own short
film. The Annual Premier
Night is an unforgettable

experience.

Our Year-End Production
is a stage production to

teach the A-Z of Theatre.

Our course covers all
aspects of the

entertainment industryall ages welcome



WHYJOIN

CLASSES?
ACTING

TO BECOME "self-smart," "people-
smart," AND "word-smart"

• "Self-smart": when we nourish students' self-smart intelligence,
they discover what feelings are, and how to identify feelings within
themselves. Our Acting Classes provide positive reinforcement of
students' emotions, and strongly encourage individuality. As
students become more aware of their own feelings, they also develop
the ability to empathize with others.
• "People-smart": Our Acting Classes build social skills and break
down social inhibitions, as they encourage students to interact with
each other though role play. Focusing on development of the students'
people-smart intelligence, our Acting program also teaches students
the importance of working as a team. Acting students naturally
acquire collaboration skills as well as the ability to obey rules and follow
direction.
• "Word-smart": Acting is about communication. Students in the

program develop the art and all-important life skill
of expressing themselves and sharing their thoughts and feelings with
others. As part of the learning experience, students explore forms of verbal
and non-verbal communication (body language). Well developed
communication skills not only inspire intellectual curiosity but also provide
the tools for non-violent conflict resolution.

Storylines & Role Play
Role playing of characters
expands the mind and
improves students' ability
to think on their feet.

Becoming a Leader
Students dedicated to the art of Acting and

practicing it consistently develop certain
skills, behaviors, and qualities of effective

leaders. These include excellent
communication skills, public speaking

skills, personal confidence, and awareness
of one's own feelings and those of others



VOCAL

IF YOU CAN TALK YOU CAN SING

WHAT DOWE OFFER

Recordings

TRAINING

Performances &
Showcases
Every year our students get the opportunity to
showcase their talent at spectacular events.
Expossing them to competitions and
opportunities to perform.

Yes, you read it. Your vocal-folds
can be trained to sound good.
TA-DA! offers 30 and 60 minute
vocal classes with qualified and
experienced vocal teachers for
students of all ages and all levels.

Our vocal lessons are designed to
develop students that can express
themselves through their voice,
focussing on each student as an
individual. All singing classes are
private (one-on-one) and
personalized to suit each individuals
needs.
Establishing and maintaining a
healthy, sustainable vocal technique
is the central focus of our one-on-
one lessons. Training also includes
stage presence and techniques.
The academy schedules two vocal
performances per year with the aim
on getting each student comfortable
on any stage environment.

Students receive their own demo
recording on a regular basis to
share with friends, family and
people of intrest in the music

industry.

Whether you are a trained singer or
a beginning vocalist, there is always
room to improve your vocal range.
Expanding your vocal ability is an
important aspect of singing. Why?
Because then you will be able to
sing a variety of songs.

This process shape students for their
immediate future and long term

goals. Confidence is a key aspect in
performing. We at TA-DA! want to

develop you as an artist with the aim
to become a successful all rounder

performer and brand.

Enhancing vocal ability

Artist Development

Songwriting
Students have the option to write their
own songs in one class every month.
We will help them register their songs,
record it and share it with radio
stations.



OUR FEES
30 minute weekly classes - R700 per month.
60 Minute weekly classes - R1200 per month.
The fee includes a minimum of 4 recordings
during the course of the year. The monthly fee
is payable in the beginning of every month, with
the months classes to follow.

FACE YOUR VOCAL FEARS

VOCAL RANGE
OPTIMIZE LUNG USAGE

VOCAL HEALTH
LEARN ABOUT MUSIC
BUILD CONFIDENCE

START A SINGING CAREER

You can expect to be given an individual plan specifically designed for
your voice. You’ll be introduced to vocal exercises that will warm up your

vocal cords safely and also address areas in your voice that were
highlighted as requiring focus.

Be prepared however, this can often be a lengthy process. Although you
may experience some improvements right away, you’re working with very
delicate internal muscles that are in some cases, being asked to undo all

the old bad habits and build up new good ones!

IMPROVEvocals



THEATREDANCE
TA-DA! boasts in developing an all round performer, known as a
triple threat in the industry. Whether you are serious about acting
as a career or just want to take up dance for the fun TA-DA! is the
place to be. We train dancers in various fields throughout the year.
Please see the next page for a thorough break-down.

GET YOUR BEAT ON!

ATTENTION PERFORMERS!
Knowledge and ability in dance aren't just going to help your

chances at auditions, they're going to make you a better
performer. Actors need to know their bodies and how to use them.
From posture to flexibility, how to truly embody a character, these

are all major steps to becoming a better performer.
Dance is going to be a major component of any theater audition.

BALLET | TAP | CONTEMPORARY | JAZZ



When joining TA-DA! Theatre
Dance, you will be trained in
the following 4 dance fields:
CONTEMPORARY, JAZZ,
TAP & BALLET.
2 shows per year will be
choreographed to put your
new skills into action on

WHAT DO WE
OFFER

FITNESS, FELXIBILITY, CO-ORDINATION, STRENGHT

LEARN TO LOVE LIFE
THROUGHMOVEMENT

�Dance is the hidden
language of the soul�� �

- Martha Graham

dance
The monthly fee is payable in the beginning of
every month, with the months classes to follow.

Private classes - R250 per 30mins

90 minute weekly classes -

OUR FEES

R500 pm
all ages welcome

IMPROVE



For kids



trainingVOCAL

ClassesACTING

danceTHEATRE

We have been educating students through
performing arts since 2011. Equipping
young, talented individuals with self-
confidence, the skills for stage and film
acting and the ability to excel at public
speaking. Cultivating a passion for the arts.
Join our weekly 60 min classes to make
your own Short Films, learn the art of TV &
Stage acting and delve into Voice-Over
Acting. To mention just a few fun activities

JOIN
TA-DA!

We strongly believe you are
never to young to start chasing your dreams.

R700 per month

Vocal Training is the perfect way to learn
how to sing the right way. Taking vocal

classes from a young age helps to improve
your tone and prevent any bad vocal habits.

Our classes are 30min one-on-one
sessions creating the perfect environment

to learn and grow.

At this age it's important to enjoy your skill and to
explore what your unique sound is.

We do vocal recordings to keep track of
improvements. We have two vocal shows

per year.
COME SING WITH TA-DA!!

R700 per month

In our 60min dance classes you will
learn the following dance styles:

TAP | BALLET | CONTEMPORARY | JAZZ
Come enjoy the art of dance in a fun
filled class. We have two shows per
year to showcase your talent. We do
preparations for various competitions.

R500 per month

R500 once off registration fee


